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The Sustainability Law Group
Standards on sustainability and environmental, social and governance factors (ESG) is becoming more
and more important to most businesses, as ESG is moving from soft law to hard law, exemplified by EU’s
initiatives to achieve climate neutrality by 2050.
We at Schjødt have established a Sustainability Law Group with the ambition to be a leading competence
center on legal aspects of sustainability. We wish to face one of the most pressing challenges of the day
– the need of a swift transition to a green economy – by analyzing the legal implications thereof. We
maintain a financial and business perspective as we sincerely believe that the private sector is well suited
to make significant contribution.
The time for nice ESG papers is probably running out. We wish to contribute with our ideas and
reflections and advice on how to make sustainability a concrete and practical mater.
Our group members serve clients from all sectors of the European economy, working out of the Schjødt
offices in Norway, Stockholm and London.
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Foreword
Sustainability Law is an emerging field of law to cover enactments and other laws promoting substantiality and ESG,
and sanctioning activities detrimental thereto.
With the increasing legalisation of ESG-standards, law firms will play a more important role in examining,
extracting and conveying legal aspects of importance to strategic and business decisions on all levels of commercial
enterprises. We wish to a be part of this transition in the making.
Our Introduction to Sustainability Law is the inaugurating paper from our new group. It mainly introduces our
concept of Sustainability Law and themes we are wrestling with. We wish to explain in short how commercial
law and finance can be combined to stimulate a green transition and give a brief overview of how we perceive this
increasingly complex legal field.
Of particular relevance these days is the watershed of upcoming regulations under the EU Action plan on
Sustainable Finance to stimulate allocation of capital to sustainable investments. This plan will affect issuers of
financial instruments, investors and financial market participants, and many more.
In our text we hope to better explain how the EU perceives laws regulating the financial markets to be an important
tool for transition into a green economy, and to suggest how this may actually work if properly tuned. Our approach
to Sustainability Law is thus at this stage somewhat biased, some would say. We would agree that it reflects a
financial market- and EU-law perspective. But everyone has to start somewhere, and this is our starting point – at
the global center of gravity in ESG-efforts these days. We humbly recognize that the concept of Sustainability Law
we introduce is not the only on as to how sustainability may be promoted by legal, monetary and other means,
and this article is by no means exhaustive on the many ongoing efforts or legal issues triggered by the very large
challenges posed by the climate changes and future mass immigrations to be expected.
Neither is it flawless or providing many answers. This we hope to improve in subsequent papers on different subtopics such as Green Bonds and Sustainability-Linked Financing, the EU Taxonomy, Green Asset Management and
Banking, the Green Concept of Risk and ESG Information as Inside Information. We do however hope that this
initial digital text proves useful as you step into the green forests of Sustainability Law.
Any comments and proposals on how to proceed in a green and social direction is most welcome.
Best,

Andreas Lowzow
Partner / Lawyer

Knut Bergo
Partner / Lawyer / Dr. Juris
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Scope
Sustainability Law is meant to bridge public law and
private law segments and deal with a broad scope of
laws and regulations with the aim or potential effect of
promoting sustainability.
«Sustainability" may be generally defined as the task of
meeting the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their needs.
An important part of Sustainability Law is precisely to
define this concept in details and address the activities
promotional or detrimental thereto. For the avoidance
of doubt, environmental, social and governance matters
are included in the concept of «sustainability» in this
paper.
In our concept of Sustainability Law we include both
international treaties and national or supra-national
laws. Our introduction now, in the spring of 2020, is
meant to signify and acknowledge that ESG issues
form a very important part of the current European
and global agenda, most pressing concerning climate
change mitigation. Regulatory ambitions are running
high in the right direction at some places, and primarily
in the EU.
Acknowledging the connectivity of many matters,
in Sustainability Law we wish to transgress the more
established Environmental Law that focus on the
physical impacts on nature. The laws of our interest
adresses a wide range of economic activities in finance,
technology and services where the direct physical
impact may be limited, but the potential for significant
indirect effects is high. We are talking of legal tools

directed not at the environmental base but at the
ideological superstructure represented by finance.
Sustainability Law is inter-disciplinary and transgressive
also in its demand for sustainability to be integrated in
all economic activities, bridging economics, science and
legal perspectives on how to develop a green economy.
Historically Sustainability Law stems from international
policy treaties. The main bulk of the laws forthcoming
are however regional and, more specifically, European.
EU is unquestionably the leading force as initiator of
regulatory tools and an all-encompassing approach to
sustainability and ESG. It is the global centre where
Sustainability Law emerge these days, rising from
politics, policies and soft law into a fuller legal body.
As a moral and normative force EU has probably never
been better situated.
It is important to note EUs preference of a suggestive
and market-based approach to a prescriptive and more
autoritative style of sustainability management. This
is reflected in the Financial Action Plan and the older
system of carbon taxation with tradeable decreasing
permits (the "ETS"). This is what brings Sustainability
Law deep into private law and financial and commercial
activities relevant to most parts of the economy. EU is
leading the scene with regulatory innovations that may
be a global game changer and give evidence to a marketbased approach as the more effective, while preserving
liberty and free markets. We believe this concept can
work. In any case there is much value in trying.
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Soft laws hardening – and ESG
moving beyond compliance
Several sustainable initiatives are "soft laws" taking
the form of e.g. guiding principles, best practice
recommendations or inter-state treaties (not binding
on individuals or companies directly without first
being transposed into national legislation). Examples
includes the UN Sustainability Goals identified under
the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development of 2015,
the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Companies, the
UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights,
including the International Labour Organisation’s
("ILO’) declaration on Fundamental Rights and
Principles at Work.
Eight ILO core conventions and the UN International
Bill of Human Rights introduce some legal content to
sustainability but for most part this has been the talk of
activists and, of lately, politicians.
More recently a number of businesses and international
organisation have been picking up pace and several of
the above mentioned soft laws are adhered to by many
issuers, financial participants and investors. However,
contractual dealings do not always carry the day while
unstructured market initiatives are likely to trigger
conflicting standards. This is now about to change,

with the EU financial market regulations at the centre.
Mainly due to the accelerating climate crisis, EU has
proposed a watershed of new regulations which will
put sustainability into the heart of the econmomy
and financial system, in order to reallocate capital to
sustainable investments. This is a major shift.
New laws and regulations are also emerging in the
"social" and "governance" field. Examples include
the modern slavery act, stricter reporting standards
for non-financial matters, the introduction of social
elements in public procurement legislation, the
possible introduction of a human rights due diligence
in transactions etc.
ESG is turning into a true legal but still moral concept.
The latter is ment as a careful remainder when ESGmanuals now enters the legal stores. ESG is not
exhausted by laws and compliance, no matter how
important. It must maintain its dynamic potential to
minimise national and intra-national boundiaries
and create a more human capitalism, seek beyond the
present division of human rights and entitlement with
truly reflective rawlesian thinking. It is not to early in
the day for that either.
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Human rights and constitutional
laws
Several European and non-European constitutional
laws include basic rights related to sustainability, such
as article 112 of the Norwegian Constitution. Further,
there is an emerging debate as to the implications of
articles 2 and 8 in the European Human Right
Convention as a legal basis for sustainability standards.
The texts are more than strong enough but requires a
judiciary up to its task of preserving sustainability
while protecting democracy from hijacking.
The EU Treaty does not address sustainability as such.
EUs plan for a new Climate Law will however raise
sustainability to become a core element of EU Law
with bearing on all member states.1
In the preamble, the EU accepts its mantel and explains
the challenges ahead:
(10) The Union is a global leader in the transition
towards climate neutrality, and is determined to help
raise global ambition and to strengthen the global
response to climate change, using all tools at its
disposal, including climate diplomacy.
(16) The transition to climate neutrality requires
changes across the entire policy spectrum and a
collective effort of all sectors of the economy and society,

as illustrated by the Commission in its Communication
‘The European Green Deal’. The European Council, in its
Conclusions of 12 December 2019, stated that all relevant
Union legislation and policies need to be consistent
with, and contribute to, the fulfilment of the climateneutrality objective while respecting a level playing field,
and invited the Commission to examine whether this
requires an adjustment of the existing rules.
The Climate Law Regulation (CLR) sets a framework
for irreversible and gradual reduction of greenhouse
gas emissions and enhancement of removals by natural
or other sinks in the Union. The goal is not just to meet
the Paris Treaty targets but to accelerate emission
reductions by 2030, and to establish a binding objective
of climate neutrality where emissions and removals of
greenhouse gases are balanced by 2050 at latest. To
achieve this goal the Commission wish to be empowered
to adopt delegated acts setting out a trajectory at
Union level. The CLR is among the shortest legislative
proposal stemming the Commission in decades. In
even fewer and not legal words: The Commission
simply asks to be empowered To Do Whatever It Takes
to Make Europe Green. To what extent it will get what
it asks for it still too early to tell.

Proposal for a REGULATION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL establishing the framework for achieving climate neutrality and amending Regulation (EU)
2018/1999 (European Climate Law). COM/2020/80 final. https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1588581905912&uri=CELEX:52020PC0080
1
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Going specific – the taxonomy of
the lands
A recent and most welcome proposal is the EU
Taxonomy, the backbone of the Financial Action Plan.
The Taxonomy is an ambitious effort to bring substance
into sustainability by legal definitions with specific
criteria for activities to be classified as sustainable.
This way, scientific analysis and law shall bring the
broader and loftier policy goals down to hard facts on
the ground.
This is probably the only way to achieve common ESGstandards and provide sufficiently precise guidance
for coordinated actions. It took decades to agree on
international accounting standards – we have lesser
time available to develop ESG-criteria.
The core component of the Taxonomy is the Taxonomy
Regulation ("TR") defining «sustainable economic
activities" in Europe. Here the main legal text was
agreed on political level in December 2019.2
Broadly speaking an economic activity is sustainable
only if substantially contributing to minimum one
of the six environmental objectives (cf. below), do no
significant harm to any of the other five environmental
objectives, and comply with certain minimum
safeguards.

2

See https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-14970-2019-ADD-1/en/pdf

3

From page 2 of the TEG report published 9 March 2020

The six environmental objectives are3:

9

The TR for climate change mitigation and climate
change adaptation is planned to be approved in 2020
and come into force within 2021. For the other four
objectives, the TR is planned for approval in 2021 and
enforcement within 2022.
A driving force in this process has been the Technical
Expert Group on sustainable finance formed by the
European Commission (the "TEG"). TEG was asked to
recommend technical screening criteria for economic
activities that can make a substantial contribution
to climate change mitigation and climate change
adaptation, while avoiding significant harm to the four
other environmental objectives. In March 2020 it issued
a final report with detailed parameters for asessment of
a wide range of economic activities.4
The stakes are high, as TEG formulated the challenges
we are facing:
"The impacts of climate change are now inevitable. The
last two decades included 18 of the warmest years on
record, and Europe experienced extreme heatwaves in
four of the last five years. Communities and businesses
in Europe and around the world are already beginning
to feel the impact of climate change, and will need to
understand, and manage, the risks and effects that come
from a changing climate. (..)
While expansion of the low-carbon, resilient economy
is essential, the most substantial contribution to the
EU’s environmental objectives will be from transitioning
existing activities to a more sustainable footing. This is
the central challenge to which the TEG is responding,
and it is reflected through our design principles,
technical screening criteria and guidance on use of the
Taxonomy." 5

The TEG Report offers detailed analysis of sectors
responsible for 93.5% of direct greenhouse gas
emissions in the EU, identifying activities for which
technical screening criteria has been developed. TEG
prioritized sectors with large emissions footprint and
have labelled 72 different economic activities as Green
upon detailed technical and legal criteria being met.
Economic activities not tabled will not qualify as
Green under the present Taxonomy. The Taxonomy
is however supposed to be dynamic; further technical
work to be carried out on other activities and crosscutting activities to identify Green activities. There
will possibly also be a Brown or Neutral Taxonomi (for
activities unlikely to make a substantial contribution
to any the six objectives while also unlikely to cause
significant harm) bot so far those not Green are Brown
by default.
The Taxonomy will be the roadmap to the Europe of
tomorrow and serve as a target and decisive benchmark
for enterprises, investors, financers and regulators in
the move into a sustainable economy. It will define
the European standard for Green Companies, Green
Projects, Green Bond, Green Loans and Green Funds
and so on. It will most likely override alternative ESG
standards of someone's preference. Hopefully mixed
standards and greenwashing will become historical
concepts in due course.
Important Norwegian sectors are
suggested not
Green while others are not covered in the TEG Report.
Some may become Green or Neutral upon expanded
classifications and significant improvements in some
industries. For others there is no Green future but at
best a lighter shade of Brown in a changing economic
climate that may turn out much less durable and
profitable than expected.

Source: From page 26 of the TEG report published 9 March 2020

4

https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/business_economy_euro/banking_and_finance/documents/200309-sustainable-finance-teg-final-report-taxonomy_en.pdf

See page 7 of the final TEG report published 9 March 2020, https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/business_economy_euro/banking_and_finance/documents/200309-sustainable-finance-teg-final-report-taxonomy_en.pdf
5
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The key principle of sustainability
law – the moral free and social
agent
If there is a leading principle to EUs approach to
sustainability its the Kantian concept of the free and
morally responsible social agent (finally Going Green).
This is of course no surprise; the concept is deeply
embedded in the fundamental freedoms under the
EU Treaty and the common European ideal of a social
democratic market economy of responsible actors.
And after all - what is not ESG but a full-blown and
modernized Kantian concept of moral responsibility?
Thus, the EU transition efforts has not been prescriptive
but suggestive with preference for "nudging" and
monetary stimulation applying market economy tools.
This is exemplified by the 15-year old carbon tax system
(ETS), with the basic idea of (too) slowly reducing

emission levels and let the market decide the relative
pace among sectors and participants. The EU Action
Plan on Financing Sustainable Growth is based on the
same principle of not prescribing green finance nor
prohibiting brown finance but calling for transparency
and free choice among enterprises, financial service
providers and investors.6 Critics has fired their shots,
preferring a more "dirigeste" approach or even a Chinalike model with centralised decisions and presumed
efficient implementation on economic activities to abort
or continue. The jury is still out for the effectiveness of
the various modes of social engineering, and probably
ever will be. So this is basically back to a Kantian choice
over a Rousseau consept on who is to be the morally
responsible agents.

However, as evident by the Commissions consultation on the renewed sustainable finance strategy published 8 April 2020, more cogent measures could be implemented if the green transition
is not happening fast enough.
6
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Transparency – general scope
True to the principle identified above, a key element of
EU Sustainability Law is transparency and integrity: We
will not tell you how to behave but your fellow human
shall be told who you are so let this fact guide yours and
their actions. The current version of the Non-Financial
Reporting Directive (NFRD) for large enterprises
(including all listed companies) does not require them
to monitor or report their performance on sustainability
or social responsibility standards. But then they must
explain in public view that they don’t care. 7
Large enterprises (and others) will now also be subject
to mandatory disclosure requirements where the EU
Taxonomy is to be the key reference point of analysing,
monitoring and reporting ESG impacts. In February
2020 the Commission launched a public consultation
on the review of the NFRD with the aim to improve the
disclosure of non-financial information. This move has

7

In Norway this is implemented in Regnskapsloven § 3-3c on reports in social responsibility.

been anticipated and predicated by many enterprises
reporting on a voluntary basis for years, and by advanced
international standards for monitoring and reporting
of i.e. greenhouse gas emissions on different levels and
scopes (where scopes 2 and 3 include emissions by your
suppliers and customers respectively). For E&P (and
Norway) this is where the big issues emerge.
Even today the Green Information Scene is not as much
a matter of insufficient information but of not speaking
the same ESG language, of not taking the available
information seriously enough when money is at stake,
and in being victim to the conservative Bias of the Future
Past (as explained below). We all know what to do and
with what, really. The problem is to coordinate and
stimulate the transition, and that there is too much to
gain for quite many in waiting and stalling.
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Transparency and disclosure – the
financing part
The Financial Action Plan is intended to stimulate
a major re-allocation of private capital from brown
sectors to green sectors. Indeed, OECD estimates that,
globally, EUR 6.35 trillion a year will be required to
meet the Paris Agreement goals by 2030.8
This, however, requires a strong concept of what are
the really green projects, otherwise there will be plenty
scope for difference in opinions, confusion, "greenwashing" and big monies unwisely spent. Here the EU
Taxonomy is to create order out of the shades of green
and mix of darker colours.
Under the fortcoming regulations, financial market
participants offering sustainable or financial products
promoting sustainability in Europe will be required to
incorporate disclosures with reference to the Taxonomy.
Disclosure requirements will vary depending on
product categories identified in the forthcoming
Regulation on Sustainability-Related Disclosures in the
Financial Services Sector.
Asset managers will – coming 2021 – also be required
to monitor their portfolios of investments for clients
and their proprietary capital, and report on the green
versus other (brown) portion thereof.9 The other option

is still the not so Kantian opt-out of declaring that the
green business may be all others business' but not mine.
So there will be really no place to hide anymore in the
financing industry, and by consequence no place to
hide for the issuers of financial instruments, who needs
to disclose their true green nature to count as green, or
face a darker financing category (and no place to hide
from the banks either, cf. next slide.)
A second driver introduced to speed reallocation is
the requirement to ask the customers; to what extent
do they want to invest in green assets or not? This is
the MIFID part of the Financial Action Plan, where
the clients served with investment advice or portfolio
management are no longer to be asked for their risk
preferences only but for their take on sustainable
investments.10
The long and possibly short term aim is for green
investment preferences to penetrate fast and deep in
the asset management industry and its client base. Will
this happen in sufficient scale to matter much? Maybe,
though the fundamental shift will depend on a number
of other factors as well, some of which we will adress in
the following.

8

See OECD. 2017, Investing in Climate, Investing in Growth, OECD Publishing, Paris, http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264273528-en

9

See https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019R2088&from=EN

10

See https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/1185-Institutional-investors-and-asset-managers-duties-regarding-sustainability
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Green banking, green bonds and
green factors
One of the first European financial markets playing the
ESG tune was the bond market, where green bonds was
introduced some years back. Europe does not have the
American urge for bonds but remains bank oriented.
Bonds is much more than a niche play but the green
bond market still is - though on the rise to a better and
larger future benefitting from the coming Taxonomyaligned EU Bond Standards.11 One of the issues of
the day is how green bonds will face competition
from «sustainability linked financing» in light brown
colours, greening things but possibly also locking-in not
sustainable core activities. This may solve itself when
the market really grasps the concept of the Taxonomy
and the risk for misleading information.
The real mover will be the introduction of green
banking, with banks reviewing borrowers Taxonomywise and reporting their share of in green versus not so
green loans. Here, the EU Action Plan again is nudging
rather than prescribing. But the overall action plan may
offer sufficient motive for banks to really green their
books. Banks are themselves the most heavily leveraged
players tapping the international financial markets for
capital and will have to perform by the same disclosure
standards as other issuers of financial instruments.
So there will be green banks and brown banks and
mixed banks and pretty good information out there by
2021 latest, for the bank funding- and equity markets
to consider. Same goes for public support; it is just a
matter for central banks purchasing debt and lenders
of last resort to start applying the Taxonomy to their
customers.
Acknowledging bank financing as key to transitioning

to a carbon-neutral environment, European regulators
contemplate changes to the Capital Requirement
Regulation (CRR) that specify the level of equity
capital that finance institutions must hold in order to
grant credit.12 A key pillar is the risk-weighted capital
requirement, incentivizing loans with relatively lower
risk weights. Banks have for a decade preferred to
finance mortgage loans, government bonds, and interbank loans with low risk-weights. Their lesser appetite
for loans to commercial enterprises have resulted in
lesser financing options and ultimately higher interests,
reflecting the need for 2-5 times more bank equity
capital backing for commercial loans. Placing this
burden on European enterprises ultimately discourages
them from transitioning to greener power plants,
carbon-capturing tools, electricity-powered vehicles/
planes etc., because new assets must be financed by
loans at higher interest rates (or by equity, which has a
high demand on return on capital).
A new CRR 501c is intended to stimulate green lending
by providing a legal basis for the Commission to
introduce risk-weight discounts on green loans (the
"Green Factor"). There are, however, opposition voices,
as the key policy in CRR is to address credit risk and
secure financial stability. A discount in the capital
requirement not reflecting lower risk on green exposures
may jeopardize this policy. Against this background, the
EU finance regulators shall pre-implementation analyse
the matter and report to the European Parliament, the
Council and the Commission by 2025. Meanwhile the
stimulus provided by CRR is "stacked against" Green
loans, unfortunately.

See https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/sustainable-finance-teg-green-bond-standard_en

11
12

Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 on prudential requirements for credit institutions and investment firms.
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Is the financing world truly color
blind? The biased concept of risk
Disclosure and transparency counts for transparency,
disclosure and alignment of information, and
ultimately nothing more. The truth may be revealing
to all, disturbing or comforting depending on content
and context, but it is still nothing but the truth. Will it
have market impact? This is the fundamental question
to be asked, and this is where the EU Financial Action
Plan and ultimately the private capital approach will be
tested and judged by posterity.
Ultimately financial market follows investor preference,
but will the investors trend towards preferring green
investments to more profitable investments at a
sufficient scale to make real impact? Or just maybe the
question is fundamentally wrong put.
Every reader of financial-legal small print knows that
"past performance is not a guarantee of future results"
but are we truly free of this spell? This is where the
concept of climate risk and sustainability faces a
present conservative bias of the past as the likely future.
A forward price curve is just a line in a digital document,
moving from past to present and continuing on the
same track, with possibly little value to substantiate
long-term investments in a fast-changing legal, social,
political and environmental setting. What is needed
is a careful assessment of investments and economic
activities in the medium and long term, taking account
of the EU Taxonomy and the real effect of a switch to
renewable energy and a changed global dynamics. It
may be the safer choice to assume that nothing will ever
be the same, not even this time.
The darker reflections must include climate changes
and social and political turmoil resulting
from
temperatures and tempers rising. What this really

means is that we probably need to reasess a number
of fundamental financial concepts such as what the
forward looking basis of an investment analysis really
amounts to, the risk factors in prospectuses and other
investment materials and disclosures and the bias for the
past hidden in accounting standard on depreciations
which leaves stranded assets like whales on a beach in
certain company records. And much more of the same.
When will or did "business as usual" end being a prudent
approach? When was enough just enough? These are
ultimately moral questions but the P&L answers may
be found in the capital markets as the accumulated
wisdom of a sufficiently informed crowd of risk takers
and profit seekers. But if acting to late, fortunes will be
lost and big opportunities missed. What we really need,
very soon, is to rethink our present mood of perceiving
the economic future through the rear window, and
hopefully recognize the Kodak moments and turningpoint where a wreakage may still be avoided.
From a legal point of view responsibility for losses
falls on the Board of Directors, the CEOs, the auditors
and rating agencies and various promoters of financial
instruments. Unwise business decisions are mainly
non-events in respect of liability but not so with
misrepresentations. Correct and not misleading public
information on a company's sustainability efforts and
climate footprint and really true and accurate peer
comparisons on emission levels etc. will be crucial as
ESG information becomes more and more important
to the markets and a new kind of inside information
subject to disclosure requirements and legal restrictions
on manipulation efforts and illegal use.
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Carbon tax and other public law
stimula
It is likely that the private sector initiatives of the EU
Financial Action Plan will be supplemented by public
law and public stimulation packages, and even more
so in the afterward of Covid 19. The probably best tool
(but far from applied to its potential) was introduced
15 years ago, with the EU Emission Trading System
("ETS"). As the world's first system for taxing carbon
emissions, ETS introduced a market-based incentive
for emission reductions, with tradeable "EUA"s
representing permits (tax credits) for main sectors
of emitters. ETS now covers sectors responsible for
app. 45% of greenhouse gas emissions in the EEA. A
total cap of EUAs is set at EU level, to decline by 2,2%
annually in the 4th phase of the program (2021-30) to
meet the Paris target of 43% emission reduction.
This phasing-in of a carbon tax is likely to be
accelerated to meet increased ambitions at EU level.
Recent price increases for EUAs have contributed to
increased investments in renewable energy in Europe.
This prove the general efficiency of ETS. Carbon tax
is the right way to make polluters pay. The ETS is a
truly innovative carbon emission tax system. It is just a
matter of making it all-encompassing for all sectors in
the EEA as well as imports and exports, and carefully
turning on the heat (se next slide).
13

A further innovative step would be to link ETS to the
Financial Action Plan by making the EUAs "bankable"
to serve as financial collateral for loans allocated
to emission reductions.13 This would be a superior
solution to the Green Factor and certainly bring on a
larger crowd of green financers.
Norway taxes CO2 emissions on its own, including
the oil and gas industry as key CO2 polluter. It applies
however to the app. 2% stemming from production
and not the remainder triggered by later consumption.
So our main export article is in a sense untaxed CO2
emissions-to-be.
EU has announced several initiatives for EU or statebacked financing of a transition into a green economy,
and this is likely to be propelled in the near future.
The EU Taxonomy is likely to serve as a roadmap with
allocation criteria for such efforts.
Hopefully EU and other jurisdictions will see the
current challenging times as the opportunity for the
Third Industrial Revolution where the fossil energy is
thanked for its great contribution to the accumulated
wealth of mankind but firmly guided to the exit door.

https://www.schjodt.no/globalassets/sustainability-law/new-green-deal---proposal-for-improved-bank-financing-of-carbon-emission-reduction.pdf
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A 2020-2030 carbon tax travel plan
Transport represents a quarter of Europe's greenhouse
gas emissions and is the main cause of air pollution in its
cities. This sector has not seen the same gradual decline
in emissions as others. Road transport is the biggest
emitter (representing 70% in 2014) with aviation on the
rise up to Covid-19. Road transport is not yet included
in the ETS. Same goes for maritime shipping and for
aviation to locations outside EEA (until 2024).

timetable for Europe 2020-2030 for a step-up 40-6080-100 etc. euro per metric ton with expansion of ETS
from 45% to 100% would suffice, making it plain where
this is heading. EU and EEA have all the tools needed
to make this happen and to mitigate social costs with
taxes earned.

Emissions must to be measured to be taxed, but this is
easy if the focus is turned from consumers, and basic
physics are applied to the volumes of fossil energy
burned. A carbon tax on transport can be achieved by
export tax on oil producers or import tax on gasoline
distributers. Current carbon price is app. 20 euro per
metric ton of CO2. It would be to hard medicine to
introduce an all-in carbon tax of 100 euro for 2021. A

Financial market needs reliable long-term signals on
how the world will become increasingly expensive for
non-green segments. A travel plan from those who can
walk the talk will incentivize investors to shape a future
Europe of electric transporting (including shipping
and aviation) and production of green electricity
(rather than electric production of fossil energy). It is
not the renewable energy that needs to be subsidized
but the costs of fossil energy consumption that must
be internalized for the finance markets do their work.

Note:
* Transport includes international aviation but excludes international maritime; ** Other include
fugitive emissions from fuels, waste management and indirect CO2 emissions

Source:
Page 19 of EC paper "Going climate-neutral by 2050 – a strategic long-term vision for a prosperous,
modern, competitive and climate neutral EU economy"

Source: EEA
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Liability law
The final chaper of our Sustainability Law deals with legal
topics of concern if the many initiatives against climate
changes should substantially fail. It covers matters
such as corporate responsibility turning into corporate
liability, tort and claw-backs of profits, where litigtions
may be the future for states, state and private enterprises
and individuals including directors and CEOs, starring
ambulance chasing lawyers. Their legal repertoire
will most likely include ESG standards applied with
hindsight, there will be choice of law and legal venue
issues but very few state immunities for commercial
profits and state savings. This is pretty dark stuff but not
of our imagination.14 Things may turn much darker if our
Kantian concept is to be rolled over by harder rules. In a
worst case scenario fortunes are evaporated rather than
confiscated, liability law with its implied concept of legal
entitlement and personal responsibility becomes a relic of
the past; defaulting Sustainability Laws give way to the
laws of subsistence and brute force…and chaos…

14

See NOU 2018:17 med vedlegg.
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